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Hidden Frontiers:  A new Look at Pearling on the Northwest Coast of Australia from the Other 

Side 

Bart Pigram & Sarah Yu  

The arrival of pearlers to the northwest coast of the Kimberley from the 1860s heralded one of Australia’s last 

frontiers in settler-colonialism. In this paper, however, we argue that the stories and contact histories reveal 

another frontier that continues to exist between the worldviews and epistemologies of the coastal Aboriginal 

groups, who have been pearling for over 20,000 years, and the new settlers. It is an intellectual frontier in 

which the significance of things, and the relationships between people and their natural world continue to hold 

different values. The presenters will draw on their own family histories, research projects and experiences of 

to elucidate these hidden histories of the pearling story of the Kimberley. 

From the late 20th century this hidden frontier is being exposed as the once world-renown pearling industry 

devolves and a growing movement of people (that includes indigenous native title holders, conservationists, 

heritage consultants and the current pearling community) seeks to protect the values and heritage of the 

northwest coast. In response to world-changing events such as climate change, resource exploitation, and 

land and sea degradation, the heritage industry is now embracing holistic concepts of heritage under the 

banner of Indigenous Cultural Landscapes that eliminate the false dichotomy between nature and culture. As 

we embrace these Other worldviews, we can begin to deconstruct the colonial pearling narrative to look more 

deeply at the range of transcultural relationships that have existed and continue to emerge, as a world heritage 

story. 
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